Funding Social Security
A Strategic Alternative

Funding Social Security contributes to the debate on Social Security reform that is taking place in many countries around the world. This book describes and explains “funded Social Security,” a middle position between pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) Social Security and privatized Social Security. Funded Social Security has two distinct components: fund accumulation and portfolio diversification. Funded Social Security uses a mix of payroll taxes and portfolio investment income to finance benefits; the federal government contracts with private investment firms to manage the portfolio of the Social Security trust fund. Like the current U.S. system, funded Social Security is a defined-benefit plan without any individual defined-contribution accounts, so that all risk is pooled; each retiree’s benefit (an inflation-adjusted annuity) is linked by a legislated formula to that retiree’s own wage history. Funded Social Security differs solely, but crucially, in the financing of the system.
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